Tennis Review Sheet

Game:
- **Singles:** 2 opposing players (using the singles sideline)
- **Doubles:** 4 players – 2 opposing teams (using the doubles sideline and alley)
- **Set** – a player or team wins 6 games
- **Match** – women: the best of 3 sets
  men: the best of 5 sets

Rules:
- First serve begins from the right side of the center mark
- Two serves are allowed before the loss of a point
- One player serves a complete game
- All lines are considered in or playable
- No part of the body or racket can make contact with the net

Definitions:
- **Fault:** a served ball does not drop into the proper service box
- **Double fault:** 2nd fault on a serve – loss of point
- **Ace:** 1st serve cannot be returned by the opponent
- **Let:** Served ball hits the net and lands in the intended service box resulting in a reserve
- **Forehand grip and stroke:** used to hit the ball on the racket side of the player
- **Backhand grip and stroke:** used to hit the ball on the non racket side of the player

Points:
- 0 – **love**
- first score – **15**
- second score – **30**
- third score – **40**
- point after 40 – **game**
- Tie at and after 40 – **deuce**
- Point scored after deuce by the server – advantage to the server or advantage in or simplified as ad in
- Point scored after deuce by the opponent – advantage to the opponent or advantage out or simplified as ad out